
John 20, 19 to 31.  Value of community 

 Not that anyone’s counting, but it’s been a year and two weeks since we have 

gathered in this space as a worshiping community on a Sunday morning.  March 15, 2020 

was our last in-building worship, and April 11, 2021 is our first return to in-building 

worship, admittedly making a small beginning and under careful guidelines, but a return, 

nonetheless.  So there were 54 Sundays when we did not gather and worship in this 

building.  But we were certainly still gathering and we were certainly still worshiping, 

just using alternate approaches.  In all of that time, we never missed a single weekly 

worship service, not even the very first Sunday of the lockdown.  That’s because we 

recognized how vitally important it is to gather and to worship, however that happens.  

For most of us, weekly gathering to worship has been a lifeline.  

 I thought about this after our last virtual Wednesday morning text study this past 

week.  Pre-pandemic, this group of clergy met for a tasty breakfast and lively 

conversation about the upcoming Sunday’s sermon texts at the New London Café.  The 

Governor decreed that restaurants suspend service as of the evening Tuesday, March 17, 

and on Wednesday, March 18, literally the next morning, our Wednesday text study met 

online, via Zoom.  I hardly knew what Zoom was up to that point!  But that group also 

never missed a weekly meeting throughout the pandemic, and we are continuing to gather 

online every week.  Along with the study of scripture, we at first discussed how to 

prerecord worship and upload it to Youtube; now we discuss transition strategies; but we 

meet weekly without fail. That’s how vitally important it was for us to gather as clergy.   

That group has been a lifeline.  
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 In the 2nd chapter of Genesis, we are told that God perceived that it was not good 

for the human, Adam, to be alone.  And so Eve was created as companion, leading to 

family and community.  Many of us have spent more time alone or with just a few others 

over this past year than usual, because of pandemic restrictions.  While such time can be 

life-giving in its own way, it has also caused most of us to recognize how important it is 

to gather with others, whether over the phone, online, in person with appropriate 

cautions, or what have you.  And we see this dynamic being played out in our Gospel 

lesson this morning.  This lesson is set on the evening of the first Easter. The disciples are 

still in Jerusalem, where they had accompanied Jesus to celebrate the Passover festival.  

Of course, the catastrophic events of Holy Week meant that instead of the celebration 

they’d anticipated, they watched their Lord be arrested, tortured, and executed.  That was 

3 days ago, and now they have gathered fearfully behind locked doors, perhaps having 

heard some wild tale from some women about Jesus being raised that morning, but likely 

not putting much credence in it.  The obvious question to ask here is---why did they 

gather?   

 We may not think that an obvious question, but that’s only because we know the 

story too well from the vantage point of 2000 years worth of hindsight.  Let’s try to erase 

all that for a moment and look at this text anew.  Why should these disciples gather?  

They live 100 miles away in Galilee and only came to Jerusalem for the festival. Their 

week in the capital city has been a complete disaster.  Their Lord, who was the force that 

brought them together, had been shamefully executed.  They themselves had failed him 

miserably in his time of suffering; one of them had betrayed Him, one of them had denied 
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Him 3 times, all of them abandoned Him with the possible exception of the beloved 

disciple.  But it was several women who visited the tomb on Easter morning and who had 

stood by Jesus at the cross, not these gathered remaining 10 disciples.  10, because Judas 

had hung himself in despair after his betrayal of Jesus, and Thomas was somewhere else. 

So, this group that gathers is a group of failures, of weak and frightened persons with no 

clear vision of what lies ahead at all.  It stands to reason that they are grief stricken and 

angry; angry with each other, angry with themselves, angry at the powers that executed 

Jesus.  And they are afraid.  Cowering behind their locked door. So why are they still 

together?  Why didn’t they all make individual getaways back up north to their home in 

Galilee, under cover of darkness perhaps, to avoid drawing attention to themselves?  

Wouldn’t that have been the shrewder move to make?  But no.  They remained.  They 

didn’t stand by Jesus at the cross, and they didn’t head to His tomb first thing on this 

Easter morning, but they stayed in Jerusalem, and they chose to remain a community of 

faith, even if a most broken and imperfect community. And so, against all odds, they 

come together on this evening in our text.  That’s how vitally important gathering was to 

them.  It was their lifeline.   

 If that was the case, we might fairly ask, “Why wasn’t Thomas there?”  We don’t 

know.  Many of us might regard Thomas with a certain sense of kinship and affection. 

Doubting Thomas, we often call him.  He was a questioning, honest, straight-forward 

kind of follower of Jesus, and for that reason, we may find ourselves in his corner at 

times.  Every year, the lectionary, in its wisdom, gives us this text about doubting Thomas 
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the week after Easter Sunday.  Why would that be?  Why does doubt follow so closely on 

joyful affirmation of faith?   

  Perhaps it’s because of the reality that doubt and faith not infrequently go hand-

in-hand, and this arrangement of texts and Sundays acknowledges that reality.  Could we 

really doubt so soon after we experienced a momentous faith-filled revelation?  You bet!  

Think about your own life and faith journey; it happens all the time.  And so we come 

upon doubting Thomas right after Easter Sunday. 

But to be fair to Thomas, he had cause to doubt.  He didn’t see what the other 

disciples saw because he wasn’t there. Maybe he was afraid to leave even his own hidey 

hole to gather with the others.  Maybe he didn’t feel well.  Who knows?  But for 

whatever reason, he doesn’t gather in community with the others, and he doesn’t see what 

they see.  They see the risen Christ, wounds and all, stand before them.  Thomas does not.  

They tell him all about it, but it just doesn’t add up for him. Which prompts him to 

passionately declare, “Unless I see the mark of the nails in his hands and put my finger in 

the mark of the nails and my hand in his side, I will not believe.”   This is why we call 

him a doubter—he thinks what they’re telling him is too good to be true, so it probably 

isn’t.  But though he doubts, there must also be some wild hope within him.  Because the 

next Sunday, this very Sunday after Easter, but almost 2000 years ago, when the disciples 

gather again, Thomas makes sure he’s there.   

 The setting is similar to the previous week, except this time the door is shut, but 

not locked as it had been the first night.  The disciples who saw their risen Lord remain 

cautious, but they are not as fearful as they had been.  And again, Jesus appears, and 
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Thomas gets the opportunity to have his doubts and needs personally addressed by the 

risen Christ.  He gets to see and touch the wounds, and he is overcome by the experience.  

“My Lord and my God!” he responds, falling at Christ’s feet.  I almost wonder why we 

don’t call him “Blest Thomas” instead of “Doubting Thomas”, because think of how blest 

he was—the risen Lord actually appeared and addressed his specific struggles and 

doubts.  And think about it---where did Thomas have this experience?  He had it within 

the midst of the gathered community of faith at that time.  And he missed it the first time 

around, because he had not been a part of the gathered community.  Which demonstrates 

to us, that while we certainly may have individual faith experiences while alone, it is 

primarily within Christian community that our faith is shaped and sustained.   

 Let me be very clear here!  If this sounds like an effort to push people into 

returning to in-building worship, it’s honestly not meant to be.  Our definition of 

“gathering” has definitely broadened over this past year, when much of our gathering was 

virtual by necessity.  And that necessity remains for some.  What’s more, virtual gathering 

worked!  Our congregation is emerging from this unbelievable year intact and 

surprisingly well.  We very legitimately gathered and worshiped online from our homes, 

and it was still gathering and worshiping. It’s not how we gather, whether in-building or 

by watching live stream or by watching the service later, it’s that we gather.  Because as 

our text demonstrates, it’s within the gathered community of the church that our faith is 

shaped, strengthened, challenged, and nurtured.  Plain and simple, it’s good for our souls 

to gather and worship. And what happens when we do so?  Christ comes among us.  

Whether through locked doors or into our sanctuary or into your living room via the 
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internet, Christ comes among us.  And Christ wishes us peace.  “Peace be with you”, he 

says three times in these verses. Christ is a part of our gathered community in whatever 

form our gathering takes.  Christ creates that community, and Christ blesses that 

community with peace.  Christ empowers that community for love and service.     

 Previous to the pandemic, we all pretty much gathered and worshiped the same 

way---in this building.  During the bulk of the pandemic, we all gathered and worshiped 

the same way—online, in our homes.  Now, for the first time, our gathering and 

worshiping happen differently among us, as we respect the differing situations and 

comfort level and necessities we experience during this time of transition.  But we are 

still one gathered, worshiping community.  Our souls are still blessed by our gathering 

and worship.  Christ still is among us, overcoming our doubts, freeing us from fear, 

giving us the gift of peace and empowering us for service.  Hear our Risen Lord say to 

you this morning, “Peace be with you.”   Amen.  
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